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1: Our scorched earth. Life under Trump, death under Clinton ; Hillary
Clinton: Crime and no punishment -- 2: Our challenges. It is happening
here already ; The decay of American culture ; Is the USA now like the
USSR? -- 3: Our internal enemies. Obama is invading his own nation ;
The most dangerous subversive organizations in the United States ;
Hollywood fought fascism, now it must fight Islamofascism ; How to
identify pseudo-conservative bullies ; Corruption festers in both parties
; Diversity is destroying democracy ; Competition is healthy: The story
of my aloe plant surrounded by tomatoes -- 4: Our ignorance of
history. The Palestinians and Hitler worked together to exterminate
Jews ; How guns saved Jews from the Nazis, and why the left wants
yours ; From the iceman to the nice man -- 5: Our immediate
challenges. Low-information voters on the left -- and right ; American
values are under attack ; Communists use sexual liberation and
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repression to undermine us ; Religion as a Trojan horse ; It's not
xenophobic to fear fundamentalist Muslims ; The war over God, guns,
gays, Mexicans, Muslims, and metros ; Political deviants have poisoned
our finest institutions -- 6: Our virtues. Why I am not a socialist ; Why
Christians and Jews must retain their traditions ; What is a twenty-first-
century conservative? ; Conservatives are defining themselves to death ;
The real Constitution -- 7: Our shame. Watching sailors apologize for
being captured ; Putin presses in Syria while Obama just bends ; How a
top secret caller blew Hillary's cover -- 8: Our complacency. Survival of
the fittest: Will the victors speak Arabic? ; The internet exposes ISIS, the
modern-day Mongols ; How to win at cyberwarfare ; Bring back HUAC,
call it LAC (Love America Committee) -- 9: Our future. The coming
economic collapse? ; A welcome revolution comes to America ; The
sleeping giant will awaken: How Eddie will save America.
Listeners to Michael Savage's radio talk show, The Savage Nation, know
him to be an engaged spokesman for traditional American values of
borders, language, and culture. Now, after eight years of Barack
Obama, Dr. Savage lays out a case for how our nation has been
undermined by terrorists from without, by anarchists from within, by a
president and politicians with contempt for the Constitution and the
law, and by a complicit liberal media. He makes a case for the dangers
we face from Hillary Clinton and her fellow travelers in the progressive
movement. He also explains why Donald Trump may be one of the two
best hopes for America's future as we try to regain control of our
government, our country, and our national soul. The other hope? It is
we, the people: the ordinary "Eddies," as he calls them-motivated,
roused, and engaged. This book is about much more than an election.
It is a veteran commentator and raconteur providing a blueprint for
how to regain our cherished freedoms and our national identity ...
before they are lost forever.


